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Kathryn Joyce's fascinating introduction to the world of the patriarchy movement and Quiverfull

families examines the twenty-first-century women and men who proclaim self-sacrifice and

submission as model virtues of womanhoodâ€”and as modes of warfare on behalf of Christ. Here,

women live within stringently enforced doctrines of wifely submission and male headship, and live

by the Quiverfull philosophy of letting God give them as many children as possible so as to win the

religion and culture wars through demographic means.From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Quiverfull / 978-0-8070-1073-0I consider myself to be a homeschooling success story, as I was

homeschooled for several formative years of my education, and now happily hold two college

degrees and a good job - and indeed, I am fully open to the possibility of homeschooling my own

hypothetical children. Going into "Quiverfull", I held some concerns that author Kathryn Joyce might

fail to clarify that the type of people her research centers on - many of whom "homeschool" (see

note below) - are NOT typical examples of the homeschooling community at large. However, Joyce



is an eminently fair writer, and frequently emphasizes that the movement she studies is "fringe" in

most all respects - fringe Americans, fringe Christians, and fringe homeschoolers.[[NOTE:

Homeschooling families tend to be sensitive to accusations of isolationism and indoctrination, in

large part because the public figures of homeschooling are often comprised of the "fringe" element -

whereas the "normal" families who see homeschooling as one of many valid education options to

choose from tend to be more interested in quietly getting on with teaching their children properly. In

much the same way that there are educational private schools and indoctrinational private schools,

such as there also educational homeschooling families to balance the indoctrinational one. The best

parsing of the issue I have seen so far is the growing online meme to refer to these methods

respectively as "private schooling", "private churching", "home schooling", and "home churching", to

designate where the training is taking place, and what the training is focusing on.]]Divided into three

parts, "Quiverfull" carefully parses the duties and burdens on women within the Quiverfull movement

- as wives, mothers, and daughters.

The reason I am telling the story of my involvement in the Quiverfull movement, and how I got out

([...]) is because I came across an article on Alternet and read with interest about the people and the

teachings which our family had followed for many years. I was kind of amazed that someone on that

liberal news site knew about this movement ~ so I posted a comment on the article ~ and that's how

I got in touch with Kathryn Joyce, author of Quiverfull: Inside the Christian Patriarchy Movement.I

pre-ordered the book and as I read it, I kept saying aloud, "I know these people!" All the names

were familiar to me ~ Nancy Campbell, Mary Pride, Doug Phillips, Phil Lancaster, R.C. Sproul Jr.,

Debi Pearl, Anna Sophia Botkins, Jennie Chancey ... "Wow," I thought, "she even interviewed

Charles Provan!" I used to own nearly every book mentioned in Quiverfull ~ and, yes ~ I read them

all ... starting with The Way Home: Beyond Feminism and Back to Reality, the book which really

started the current patriarchy movement that's becoming so popular among homeschoolers. Isn't it

interesting that it has mostly been the WOMEN who are writing these books, teaching seminars,

and leading other women into this life of subordination?I really want to just encourage everyone who

has been touched by the Quiverfull philosophy in any way to read this book. I wish I could quote the

whole thing for you ~ and then sit back and read the comments which would sound something like,

"OMFG!" and "Is this stuff for real? ~ People actually believe this and live this way?!!" Yes ~ it's true.

The thing is, those of us who followed (and those who are still following) the Quiverfull / patriarchal

lifestyle got into it gradually ~ just a little at a time.
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